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地址 Wutkowski Sp. z o.o. sp. k. 
Szklanych Domów 1 
89-530 Sliwice

国家 波兰

电话号码 0048 52 3340810

传真 0048 52 3340813

互联网 www.wutkowski.com.pl

 

创建年份 1997

联系人
Contact 1. 先生 Krzysztof Szymczyk

Sales Manager 
Phone: 0048 510 227 265 

产品/机械
We are one of the biggest distributors of construction glass in Poland.

Glass Processing

Cutting
Edge finishing
Bevelling
Drilling
Sandblasting
Silk-screen printing
Tempering
UV method glass gluing
Glass lamination

产品和背景
We are a leading distributor and processor of flat glass in Poland.

We work within the country as well as abroad. We have experience and history. Thanks to that, customers and partners see us as a strong and stable
brand. We are constantly developing technologically and logistically. We take great care of people and their competence; we invest in them with
special commitment.

Our experience dates back to 1997. 
Initially only few people were hired and the company's head office was located in the back of a residential building. 
What did we do then? Simple processing and wholesale trade on a small scale.
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However, in connection with intensive development of the company on both wholesale and production levels, measures were undertaken to ensure
optimal work conditions in next steps.

In 2008 a new object was built.

Warehouse has been equipped with cranes and innovative glass storage system, whereas production site with modern machinery: automatic lines for
glass cutting, automatic grinding lines, glass printing lines and a tempering line.

Continuous development and extensive logistics facilities (efficiently organized supply chain) allow us to introduce new market trends and keep pace
with evolving needs of the market.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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